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FastChords has been around for over 20 years. It has been used by thousands of musicians. Almost all musicians know of and use the program. FastChords Pro adds some new features that are completely different from the original FastChords. FastChords Pro now has a "Play Piano Keys"
feature. You can play chords on the keyboard and the computer will map them back to the piano keys. Once mapped, you can play on midi pianos without having to switch the computer off. FastChords Pro has a much wider range of chords available than FastChords. Currently FastChords Pro

covers over 700 chords. FastChords Pro does not let you transpose chords into different keys. It will always transpose them into the key you are playing. FastChords Pro does not have the mapping and solfa features of FastChords. This means the song cannot be edited. You cannot start a
song, make changes and finish editing the song in FastChords. FastChords Pro is free to download. FastChords Pro has many features that are not included in the free version. This gives you the best value. FastChords Pro would be called "FastChords Advanced" or "FastChords Pro Extended".
It includes the following features (without the 4 included songs) ￭ "Print Chords" feature ￭ Print Chords - records chords on midi ￭ Transpose Chords ￭ Play Chords - play chords on keyboard and calculate inversions and octaves from keyboard. ￭ Start a song, make changes and finish editing. ￭
Directly play chord symbol keys on the piano ￭ Custom chord chord symbols ￭ Saved "items" - notes and chord symbols. ￭ "create table" - mark chord symbols in the piano roll. ￭ "select with fingers" ￭ "Play music to speakers" ￭ "Record live with editing" ￭ Print music notation. ￭ Print notes in

chords ￭ Print music notation for tracked piano solo. ￭ "Pinch zoom" ￭ "Context sensitive notes" ￭ "Local chord symbol" ￭ "Global chord symbol" ￭ etc. Here is a list of the features of FastChords
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FastChordsPro is an add-on program for FastChords. It was designed to make it easy to transpose the songs you are learning, print out the chord table for your reference and print out sections of your performance for analysis. FastChords does all of this for you. The interface is graphical and
is fully tool-driven. There are no menus to worry about. To get a feel for how the features of FastChordsPro work, here is a description of one of the five tools: Songs - Select a song to play. All the songs in your FastChords cache are listed. Transposition - Touch the thumbs of the piano keys

(touches) to describe the chord you want to play. Print - Print out the chord table for your reference. You can select several songs to print to save time. Editor - Change the inversion and octave position of a chord. Performance Analysis - Print out the portion of the song that has been played to
graphical forms for each of the ten fingers Settings FastChordsPro is in use by more than 700 people in the US. Read some user's reports and testimonials: The FastChords pro version includes the following tools: - To play songs that are in FastChords, for example, songs stored in your cache,

change the "FastChords" preference to "Play songs in FastChords". - Print a song's chords: This view appears when you select a song to play in the FastChords program. - To print the chords, select Tools > Print Chords: - To print the chords, the program stops playing and Print Chords
appears. You can print one or many songs, starting from the song starting with the top of the list, and you can select any song from the list. - To print the chords in the Chord Table, the program stops playing. You can print a selected part of the Chord Table (the part marked in blue), and you

can select any song from the list. - To print the selected part of the Chord Table (the part marked in blue), touch the left mouse button over the chord that you want to print, then, while the chord is highlighted, click b7e8fdf5c8
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FastChordsPro

This is the first multi-use program of its kind. FastChordsPro serves as a chord converter, music editor, player, print button, and even a song database. When you install FastChordsPro you will always have the latest edition of the software on your computer. Whether you are installing
FastChordsPro to work on music projects, study with a lesson program like the one included with FastChordsPro, or just for fun and for learning piano by playing songs, you can use FastChordsPro as a key-to-key program, a music editor, a chord table builder, a midi player, or a midi database
to organize your music, so you can quickly find chords and play songs. Several famous midi instruments can be used to play chord sequences. By using the menu on the top of the screen, you can play chords that correspond to the notes of the selected instrument. You can use FastChordsPro
to develop chord recognition skills by playing midi messages that have been recorded from real instruments. And if your computer is equipped with speakers or a MIDI sound card, you can play chord sequences by pressing and releasing keys on your keyboard. FastChordsPro is not only a
song converter and music editor, but also a midi chord table builder. By pressing key on the keyboard to mark chords, and then by pressing the print button, FastChordsPro will create a chord chart for you. 1. FastChordsPro has the ability to save chord charts as MIDI files, so you can use
FastChordsPro to learn songs without having to buy them. With this ability, FastChordsPro becomes a midi chord table builder. And when you are ready to study songs on the computer speakers or on the speakers of a midi instrument, you will have a midi file chart you can print out. 2.
FastChordsPro lets you add new songs to the song database you have already created. 3. With FastChordsPro, you can learn and play a lot of songs in a short time, because all the songs are listed in the index section. 4. With this program, you can learn chord recognition by playing recordings
of MIDI notes from real instruments. 5. FastChordsPro also lets you print your chord charts or MIDI notes that you have copied to the clipboard. 6. Easy to use, FastChordsPro can change chord notation from A minor to A major, or from A to Ab. 7

What's New in the?

￭ See the midi messages the computer receives from the keyboard. ￭ Record your performances. ￭ Single step through your performance to observe your finger's work. ￭ Play a range of recorded midi. ￭ Adjust the playback speed. ￭ Directly build a table of chords by playing them on the
keybboard. ￭ Prints chord symbols directly to your printer. ￭ Export songs to midi. ￭ Directly build a table of chords by entering chords on the keyboard. ￭ Change the inversion of chords. ￭ Chords can be transposed to other keys. FastChordsPro is a great tool to learn songs by reading and
playing chord symbols. It is also useful for rapid assembly of musical phrases, to develop new songs, and for transcribing songs If you've ever wanted to learn a song but wanted to practice without needing to purchase the song, or while not having access to a piano - this is the program for
you. FastChordsPro is a great tool to learn songs by reading and playing chord symbols. It is also useful for rapid assembly of musical phrases, to develop new songs, and for transcribing songs. Special Features: ￭ See the midi messages the computer receives from the keyboard. ￭ Record
your performances. ￭ Single step through your performance to observe your finger's work. ￭ Play a range of recorded midi. ￭ Adjust the playback speed. ￭ Directly build a table of chords by playing them on the keybboard. ￭ Prints chord symbols directly to your printer. ￭ Export songs to midi.
￭ Directly build a table of chords by entering chords on the keyboard. ￭ Change the inversion of chords. ￭ Chords can be transposed to other keys. ￭ FastChords is a program to help you learn piano using music found in Fake Books. Fake books collect songs in "lead sheet music notation" that
show only the chords and the melody lines of the songs. Both beginners and professionals use lead sheet music. Expert musicians should have no trouble converting chord symbols into keyboard keys, but beginners and no-so-beginners do. In this particular area FastChords really excels.
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System Requirements For FastChordsPro:

Minimum: OS: 64-bit Windows 10 or later 64-bit Windows 10 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo (2GHz) or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Intel Core 2 Duo (2GHz) or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Memory: 2 GB RAM 2 GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or AMD Radeon HD 6600 or later Intel HD 4000 or AMD Radeon HD
6600 or later DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 Storage: 200 MB available space 200 MB available
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